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Last Leaf is a heartwarming story of hope for students in middle school. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
An omnibus volume containing 286 stories and poems.
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PREFACE. THE Author of this very practical treatise on Scotch Loch - Fishing desires clearly that it may be of use to all who had
it. He does not pretend to have written anything new, but to have attempted to put what he has to say in as readable a form as
possible. Everything in the way of the history and habits of fish has been studiously avoided, and technicalities have been used as
sparingly as possible. The writing of this book has afforded him pleasure in his leisure moments, and that pleasure would be much
increased if he knew that the perusal of it would create any bond of sympathy between himself and the angling community in
general. This section is interleaved with blank shects for the readers notes. The Author need hardly say that any suggestions
addressed to the case of the publishers, will meet with consideration in a future edition. We do not pretend to write or enlarge upon
a new subject. Much has been said and written-and well said and written too on the art of fishing but loch-fishing has been rather
looked upon as a second-rate performance, and to dispel this idea is one of the objects for which this present treatise has been
written. Far be it from us to say anything against fishing, lawfully practised in any form but many pent up in our large towns will
bear us out when me say that, on the whole, a days loch-fishing is the most convenient. One great matter is, that the loch-fisher is
depend- ent on nothing but enough wind to curl the water, -and on a large loch it is very seldom that a dead calm prevails all day,
-and can make his arrangements for a day, weeks beforehand whereas the stream- fisher is dependent for a good take on the
state of the water and however pleasant and easy it may be for one living near the banks of a good trout stream or river, it is quite
another matter to arrange for a days river-fishing, if one is looking forward to a holiday at a date some weeks ahead. Providence
may favour the expectant angler with a good day, and the water in order but experience has taught most of us that the good days
are in the minority, and that, as is the case with our rapid running streams, -such as many of our northern streams are, -the water
is either too large or too small, unless, as previously remarked, you live near at hand, and can catch it at its best. A common belief
in regard to loch-fishing is, that the tyro and the experienced angler have nearly the same chance in fishing, -the one from the
stern and the other from the bow of the same boat. Of all the absurd beliefs as to loch-fishing, this is one of the most absurd. Try it.
Give the tyro either end of the boat he likes give him a cast of ally flies he may fancy, or even a cast similar to those which a crack
may be using and if he catches one for every three the other has, he may consider himself very lucky. Of course there are lochs
where the fish are not abundant, and a beginner may come across as many as an older fisher but we speak of lochs where there
are fish to be caught, and where each has a fair chance. Again, it is said that the boatman has as much to do with catching trout in
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a loch as the angler. Well, we dont deny that. In an untried loch it is necessary to have the guidance of a good boatman but the
same argument holds good as to stream-fishing...
The Things They Carried depicts the men of Alpha Company: Jimmy Cross, Henry Dobbins, Rat Kiley, Mitchell Sanders, Norman
Bowker, Kiowa, and of course, the character Tim O'Brien who has survived his tour in Vietnam to become a father and writer at the
age of forty-three. They battle the enemy (or maybe more the idea of the enemy), and occasionally each other. In their
relationships we see their isolation and loneliness, their rage and fear. They miss their families, their girlfriends and buddies; they
miss the lives they left back home. Yet they find sympathy and kindness for strangers (the old man who leads them unscathed
through the mine field, the girl who grieves while she dances), and love for each other, because in Vietnam they are the only family
they have. We hear the voices of the men and build images upon their dialogue. The way they tell stories about others, we hear
them telling stories about themselves. With the creative verve of the greatest fiction and the intimacy of a searing autobiography,
The Things They Carried is a testament to the men who risked their lives in America's most controversial war. It is also a mirror
held up to the frailty of humanity. Ultimately The Things They Carried and its myriad protagonists call to order the courage,
determination, and luck we all need to survive.
Among O. Henry's most famous stories, Cabbages and Kings was his first collection of stories, followed by The Four Million. The
Gift of the Magi is about a young couple who are short of money but desperately want to buy each other Christmas gifts. The Cop
and the Anthem is about a New York City hobo named Soapy, who sets out to get arrested so that he can be a guest of the city jail
instead of sleeping out in the cold winter. A Retrieved Reformation, which tells the tale of safecracker Jimmy Valentine, recently
freed from prison. The Duplicity of Hargraves, a short story about a nearly destitute father and daughter's trip to Washington, D.C.
Table of Contents: O. Henry ' On Himself, Life, And Other Things Biography of O. Henry Collection of Poems: A Contribution
Chanson De Bohême Drop a Tear in This Slot Hard to Forget Nothing to Say Tamales The Lullaby Boy The Murderer The Old
Farm The Pewee Two Portraits Vanity Collections of Short Stories: Cabbages and Kings Heart of the West My Tussle with the
Devil by O. Henry's Ghost O Henryana Options Roads of Destiny Rolling Stones Sixes and Sevens Strictly Business The Four
Million The Gentle Grafter The Trimmed Lamp The Two Women The Voice of the City Waifs and Strays Whirligigs Collection of
Letters William Sydney Porter (1862–1910), known by his pen name O. Henry, was an American writer. O. Henry's short stories
are known for their wit, wordplay, warm characterization, and surprise endings.
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????——??????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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William Sydney Porter (1862-1910), known by his pen name O. Henry, was an American writer. O. Henry's short stories
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are known for their wit, wordplay, warm characterization, and surprise endings. Among his most famous stories,
Cabbages and Kings was his first collection of stories, followed by The Four Million.
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Excerpt from O. Henry Papers: Containing Some Sketches of His Life Together With an Alphabetical Index to His
Complete Works I heard that the author was living in a lodging or boarding house in West Twenty-fourth Street. That was
as near as I could get to a definite address. I concluded that that portion of West Twenty fourth Street occupied (at that
time) by boarding houses, pensions and Italian restaurants, lying between Sixth Avenue and Broadway, offered the best
hunting ground; and l accordingly began a complete survey of every structure that seemed open to the transient world
Through the courtesy of some landlords and the discourtesy of a few slaveys, I managed to comb four buildings - without
results. The fifth happened to be the Hotel Marty. The proprietor was an Italian. I asked him if he had an 0. Henry or a
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Sydney Porter occupying a room in his hospitable inn. Neither name seemed to mean anything to him. He did, however,
suggest that I might go through the house and investigate. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important
historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a
blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
??????·?????????????·??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
America’s master of the short story has entertained readers for over a hundred years. This eBook offers you the unique
opportunity of exploring O. Henry’s work in a manner never before possible in digital print. The edition includes every O.
Henry short story collection, with poems and letters and other bonus texts. * ALL the short story collections and each with
their own contents table * overall contents tables for the short stories – both alphabetical and chronological – find that
special story quickly and easily! * rare short story collections like O HENRYANA and THE TWO WOMEN – often missed
out of collections * includes O. Henry’s poetry and letters * EVEN includes the enigmatic LETTERS TO LITHOPOLIS
FROM O. HENRY TO MABEL WAGNALLS, available in no other collection * includes the BONUS text of C. Alphonso
Smith’s famous biography – explore O. Henry’s interesting life! * ALSO includes the story collection MY TUSSLE WITH
THE DEVIL by O. Henry’s Ghost for your enjoyment * images relating to O. Henry’s life, works, places and film
adaptations * scholarly ordering of texts into chronological order and literary genres, allowing easy navigation around O.
Henry’s works CONTENTS: The Short Story Collections CABBAGES AND KINGS THE FOUR MILLION THE TRIMMED
LAMP HEART OF THE WEST THE VOICE OF THE CITY ROADS OF DESTINY OPTIONS STRICTLY BUSINESS
WHIRLIGIGS THE TWO WOMEN SIXES AND SEVENS THE GENTLE GRAFTER ROLLING STONES WAIFS AND
STRAYS O HENRYANA MY TUSSLE WITH THE DEVIL BY O. HENRY’S GHOST The Short Stories
CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF SHORT STORIES ALPHABETICAL LIST OF SHORT STORIES The Poetry LIST OF
POEMS The Letters LIST OF LETTERS LETTERS TO LITHOPOLIS FROM O. HENRY TO MABEL WAGNALLS The
Biography O. HENRY BIOGRAPHY BY C. ALPHONSO SMITH
Excerpt from The O. Henry Index, Containing Some Little Pictures of O. Henry Together With an Alphabetical Guide to
His Complete Works For some reason or other that issue alienated every German in Austin from the Rolling Stone, and
cost us more than we were able to figure out in subscriptions and advertisements. About the Publisher Forgotten Books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a
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reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an
imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair
the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works.
O. Henry was an Amercian writer who was a master of the short story genre. His stories were known for their wit,
wordplay, and for having an unexpected twist at the end.He was famous for his warm characterizations of awkward and
difficult situations and the creative ways people find to resolve them. His most famous short story, The Gift of the Magi,
epitomizes this style. O. Henry was born William Sydney Porter. He started writing stories while serving a prison
sentence and published his first twelve stories while still in prison. In order to keep his real identity private, he took on the
pseudonym of O. Henry, which he maintained throughout his writing career. Though he died at the age of just 48, he had
written more than 600 stories by then. This collection includes some of his outstanding stories, such as The Gift of the
Magi, The Cop and the Anthem, The Skylight Room, and Memoirs of a Yellow dog. He was a gifted short story writer who
left us a rich legacy of great stories to enjoy. Embassy Books proudly presents this book as part of the Embassy Classics
Series, which comprises of some of the finest literary works of great authors.
This book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great significance and value to literature. This forms a part of the knowledge
base for future generations. So that the book is never forgotten we have represented this book in a print format as the same form as it was
originally first published. Hence any marks or annotations seen are left intentionally to preserve its true nature.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This
work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience,
this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-toread typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge
alive and relevant.
A collection of 38 stories by the famous American short story writer
??????????
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